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Classifieds

VACANCIES
VACANCIES
AVAILABLE
AVAILABLE
BISMILLAHTOWN
CONTRACTING
&TRADING
DOWN
CONSTRUCTION
CO W.L.L has W.L.L.
a vacancyhas
for thea occupation
COMPANY
vacancy
of LABOURER
, suitably qualified
applicants
for
the occupation
of LABOURER,
can contact
17874941
or BISCONWLL@
suitably
qualified
applicants
can contact
YAHOO.COM
36318888
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.
BISMILLAH CONTRACTING &TRADING
COM.BH
CO W.L.L has
a vacancyCONSTRUCTION
for the occupation
DOWN
TOWN
of FOREMAN W.L.L.
, suitably has
qualified
COMPANY
a applicants
vacancy
can contact
17874941 orof BISCONWLL@
for
the occupation
LABOURER,
YAHOO.COM
suitably
qualified applicants can contact
MOHD or
ALIDOWNTOWN@BATELCO.
YOUSIF
ALMEZAL
36318888
CONSTRUCTION&SER B.S.C.C has a
COM.BH
vacancy for ENGINEERING
the occupation of CARPENTER
RAMSIS
CO. W.L.L
, suitably
qualifiedforapplicants
can contact
has
a vacancy
the occupation
of
17730437 or OFFICE@ALMEZEAL.COM
MECHANICAL
HELPER,
suitably
ALADLIYA applicants CONTRACTING
qualified
can contact
ESTABLISHMENT
has a vacancy for the
17830801
or HR@RAMSIS.COM.BH
occupation of WORKER
, suitably has
qualifieda
ALMANSOORI
CATERING
applicantsforcan
contact 39602882
or
vacancy
the occupation
of WORKER,
ALSIDDIQI@ADLIYAGROUPBH.COM
suitably
qualified applicants can contact
NASS CONTRACTING
COMPANY (W.L.L)
17786006
or MANSURI@BATELCO.
has a vacancy for the occupation of MASON
COM.BH
, suitably NASS
qualified PIPE
applicants
can contact
SHAW
FABRICATION
17727925
yousif@aanass.net
W.L.L
has ora vacancy
for the occupation
NASS
CONTRACTING
of
WELDER,
suitably qualified COMPANY
applicants
(W.L.L)contact
has a vacancy
for the or
occupation
of
can
17725522
yousif@
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants
aanass.net
can contact
or yousif@
Golden
Diyar17727925
construction
has a
aanass.net
vacancy
for the occupation of WELDER,
INTERNATIONAL
COMPANY
suitably
qualified MARKETING
applicants can
contact
W.L.L CLEANTEC
has a vacancy for the
36666581
or HWBAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM
occupationREEF
of WORKER
, suitably qualified
CAPITAL
CONSTRUCTION
has a
applicantsforcan
contact 36636640
or
vacancy
the occupation
of WORKER,
HANANKHALAF84@GMAIL.COM
suitably
qualified applicants can contact
TYLOS PUBLISHING
& PRESS has a
17686100
or CAPITALREEF.BH@
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER
GMAIL.COM
, suitably REEF
qualifiedCONSTRUCTION
applicants can contact
CAPITAL
has a
17405333fororthe
tylosprinting@gmail.com
vacancy
occupation of WORKER,
Castillo qualified
Trading &
Construction
has a
suitably
applicants
can contact
vacancy for theor occupation
of WORKER
17686100
CAPITALREEF.BH@
, suitably qualified applicants can contact
GMAIL.COM
17717474
or Services
CASTELECT@GMAIL.COM
MAQ
Marine
has a vacancy for
ALMOAYYED
CLEANING suitably&
the
occupation of LABOURER,
MAINTENANCE
W.L.L.
has a 36266658
vacancy
qualified
applicants
can contact
forMAQMARINE@GMAIL.COM
the occupation of CLEANER , suitably
or
qualified applicants
contact 17400407
MANAMA
STEEL can
INDUSTRIES
CO.
or ameer@almoayyedcg.com
W.L.L.
has a vacancy for the occupation
ALMOAYYED
of
WORKER, suitablyCLEANING
qualified applicants&
MAINTENANCE
W.L.L. has a vacancy
can
contact 17500266
for theBahrain
occupation
SSP
WLLofhasCLEANER
a vacancy, suitably
for the
qualified applicants
can contact
occupation
of WAITER,
suitably17400407
qualified
or ameer@almoayyedcg.com
applicants
can contact 66338803 or
ALMOAYYED
CLEANING
&
tomas@sspbahrain.com
MAINTENANCE
W.L.L. AND
has a FALFEL
vacancy
MASTER
CRISPY
for the occupation
of CLEANER
, suitably
BAHRAINI
PARTNERSHIP
COMPANY
qualified
applicantsforcanthecontact
17400407
has
a vacancy
occupation
of
or ameer@almoayyedcg.com
LABOURER,
suitably qualified applicants
Mexico
maintenance
can
contactcleaning
37791135and
or MFALAFEL70@
services has a vacancy for the occupation
GMAIL.COM
of CLEANERDISTRICT
, suitably qualified
BLOSSOM
BEAUTYapplicants
SALON
can contact
17550720foror mexicocleaning@
has
a vacancy
the occupation
gmail.com
of
BEAUTICIAN, suitably qualified
DREAM PROPERTY
DEVELOPMENT
applicants
can contact
39446607 CO.
or
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of
BLOSSOMSPA2022@GMAIL.COM
MAINTENANCE
CLERK
, suitably qualified
CHENAB
WATER
TECHONOLOGY
CO
applicants
contact 17700211
or HRD@
W.L.L
hascan
a vacancy
for the occupation
DREAMGROUP.BH
of
WORKER, suitably qualified
DREAM PROPERTY
DEVELOPMENT
applicants
can contact
33667812 CO.
or
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of
CHENABWATER8@GMAIL.COM
MAINTENANCE
qualified
Rayan
Hair CLERK
Loung, suitably
International
applicants
contact 17700211
or HRD@
W.L.L
hascan
a vacancy
for the occupation
DREAMGROUP.BH
of
BEAUTICIAN, suitably qualified
PROTECTS can
SECURITY
applicants
contactSERVICES
17313131hasora
vacancy for the occupation of SECURITY
NEDHAL@SPARADISE.COM.BH
GUARD ,GOLD
suitablyGENERAL
qualified applicants
can
GREEN
TRADE CO.
contacthas
17700211
or hrd@dreamgroup.bh
W.L.L
a vacancy
for the occupation
PROTECTS
SECURITY
SERVICES
has a
of
WORKER,
suitably
qualified
vacancy for the
SECURITY
applicants
can occupation
contact of
37773746
or
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants can
infogreengoldbh@gmail.com
contact 17700211
or hrd@dreamgroup.bh
MASHAD
LIGHTING
& ELECTRICAL
ABRAJ ALKHAMIShas
CONTRACTING
CONTRACTING
a vacancyW.L.L
for
has aoccupation
vacancy for the
STEEL
the
of occupation
WORKER,ofsuitably
CHIPPERapplicants
, suitably qualified
applicants
can
39689443
qualified
can contact
contact
17630580 or ABRAJKHAMIS786@
or
MASHHAD666@GMAIL.COM
GMAIL.COM
Amin
Sulaiman Coffee Shop has a
ABRAJ ALKHAMIS
CONTRACTING
W.L.L
vacancy
for the occupation
of WORKER,
has a vacancy
for the
occupationcan
of MASON
suitably
qualified
applicants
contact
, suitably qualified
applicants can contact
34176204
or AMINSULAIMAN6204@
17630580 or ABRAJKHAMIS786@
GMAIL.COM
GMAIL.COMMonish Contracting Co.
Mohammad
Jasco has
CONTRUCTION
a vacancy
W.L.L
a vacancy forhas
the occupation
for theWORKER,
occupation of suitably
CASHIER ,qualified
suitably
of
qualified applicants
can contact
17290028
applicants
can contact
36894192
or
or ALAMEEDMOTORS@GMAIL.COM
SAMEERALAMBH25@GMAIL.COM
Professional Way
ContractingCOMPANY
W.L.L. has
KHALAYIL
HOLDING
a vacancy
the occupation
of STEEL
W.L.L
has aforvacancy
for the occupation
FABRICATOR
, suitably qualified
applicants
of
EXECUTIVE
COORDINATOR,
can contact
17822161
suitably
qualified
applicantsorcanINFO@
contact
PWCBH.COM
35411804
or SAJITHRAD@GMAIL.COM
Professional
Way Contracting
W.L.L. has
has
Well
and Bore
Bottling W.L.L
for theforoccupation
of LABOURER
a vacancy
vacancy
the occupation
of
, suitably qualified
applicants
contact
LABOURER,
suitably
qualifiedcan
applicants
17822161
or INFO@PWCBH.COM
can
contact
17403484 or THASSIM_
OTSEN SERVICES COMPANY W.L.L has
HAA@YAHOO.COM
a vacancy forinstitute
the occupation
Almuheet
has ofa WORKER
vacancy
, suitably
qualified applicants
can contact
for
the occupation
of SECRETARY,
17227206qualified
or WESTERNBAHRAIN2021@
suitably
applicants can contact
GMAIL.COMor ALMUHEET@BATELCO.
17697469
PLAY RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE
COM.BH
W.L.LAL
hasNAFIS
a vacancy
for the
occupationABN
PALACE
TAILORING
of
MANAGER
, suitablyCOMPANY
qualified
BAHRAINI
PARTNERSHIP
applicants
can contactfor16666661
or ajit@
has
a vacancy
the occupation
sevensholding.com
of
WORKER, suitably qualified
New Line Retail
W.L.L hasora
applicants
can Enterprises
contact 66664123
DEEPUMILAN4123@GMAIL.COM

AL
QAMAR
TEXTILESof TRADING
vacancy
for the occupation
LABOURER
has
a vacancy
for applicants
the occupation
of
, suitably
qualified
can contact
SALESMAN,
qualified applicants
17722211 suitably
or INDECO@BATELCO.
can
contact 17252789 or SALMAN_
COM.BH
JANAHI@HOTMAIL.COM
THREE COLOURS BUILDING MATERIALS
CHOICE
ALUMINIUM
has
CO W.L.L has
a vacancy forW.L.L
the occupation
a of vacancy
the qualified
occupation
of
SALESMANfor, suitably
applicants
WORKER,
applicants
can contactsuitably
38076373qualified
or MJ.GROUP.BH@
can
contact 38352001 or AKBAR@
GMAIL.COM
FLYPACKERSANDMOVERS.COM
SHIFA BUDAIYA MEDICAL CENTER
ITHATAS
W.L.L
has aof
W.L.L hasRESTURANT
a vacancy for the
occupation
vacancy
for, the
occupation
WORKER,
WORKER
suitably
qualifiedofapplicants
can
suitably
can contact
contact qualified
39425758 applicants
or ABUTTY.KILIYANNI@
33954309
GMAIL.COMor JAMALUDDEEN2016@
GMAIL.COM
Grill LAND Restaurant W.L.L has a vacancy
ALDALEEM
CONTRACTING
for the occupation
of WAITER , W.L.L.
suitably
has
a vacancy
occupation
qualified
applicants for
can the
contact
77907777
ofor TINA@JASGROUP.CO
ELECTRICIAN, suitably qualified
applicants
contact
17252256
or
Grill LAND can
Restaurant
W.L.L
has a vacancy
ALDALEEM@HOTMAIL.COM
for the occupation of KITCHEN AIDE ,
TIK
TAK qualified
TOK RESTAURANT
a
suitably
applicants can has
contact
vacancy
for ortheTINA@JASGROUP.CO
occupation of WORKER,
77907777
suitably
applicants can
ZAFEERqualified
CONSTRUCTION
W.L.Lcontact
has a
66367994
vacancy forortheABOOD251770@ICLOUD.
occupation of TECHNICIAN
COM
, suitably qualified applicants can contact
M39339937
K MARKETING
SERVICES W.L.L
or ZAFEER2030@YAHOO.COM
has
a vacancy
the occupation CO.
of
HASSAN
JASIM forCONSTRUCTION
WORKER,
applicantsof
W.L.L has suitably
a vacancyqualified
for the occupation
can
contact
33543825
or applicants
MKAMRAN.
MASON
, suitably
qualified
can
BH01@GMAIL.COM
contact 39973731 or HASSAN39973731@
HASAN
AKHTAR ARBAB DEMOLITION
GMAIL.COM
AND
LANDSCAPE
has has
a vacancy
Muralika
Creations WLL
a vacancyforfor
the
WORKER, MANAGER
suitably
the occupation
occupation ofof GENERAL
qualified
applicants
contact 33237198
, suitably
qualifiedcan
applicants
can contact
or33190465
RAMEEZ.AKHTAR13@GMAIL.COM
or rohitmuraleedharan966@
NEW
HYPER CONSTRUCTION W.L.L
gmail.com
has
a vacancy
for thehas occupation
AL Tendeal
Men Tailoring
a vacancy for
ofthe occupation
WORKER,
suitably
of TAILOR
(GENTS)qualified
, suitably
applicants
can contact
35075305
qualified applicants
can contact
39023395oror
SAJTURKEY91@GMAIL.COM
KHALIL8311@HOTMAIL.COM
KHAYBER
PAK GARAGE COAND
BAHRAINI
ZAYAN CONTRACTING
REAL
PARTNERSHIP
COMPANY
a
ESTATE COMPANY
W.L.L has ahas
vacancy
vacancy
the occupation
of WORKER,
for the for
occupation
of WORKER(SALES)
suitably
qualified
, suitably
qualifiedapplicants
applicantscan
cancontact
contact
35628058
17470964 oror SAQIBKHANN096@
AQEELSHAHZAD79@
GMAIL.COM
GMAIL.COM
ALZAN
has aCOMPANY
vacancy
TAMIMIPHOTOGRAPHY
MARKETS BAHRAIN
forW.L.L
the occupation
of PHOTOGRAPHER,
has a vacancy
for the occupation of
suitably
qualified applicants
can , contact
ADMINISTRATIVE
MANAGER
suitably
35075305
or SAJTURKEY91@GMAIL.
qualified applicants
can contact 35127876 or
COM
DANAT AWAL W.L.L has a vacancy for
GULF
TECHNOLOGY
the occupation
of WORKER VALLEY
, suitably
BRANCH
OF A FOREIGN
COMPANY
qualified applicants
can contact
17300257
has
a vacancy for the occupation of
or HUSSAIN@GPA-BH.COM
DATA
CONTROL
TECHNICIAN,
suitably
ALNAJAH
PRINTING
PRESS W.L.L
has a
qualified
can contact
33000088
vacancyapplicants
for the occupation
of TECHNICIAN
or, YS_ALHASHEMI@SARA.COM.SA
suitably qualified applicants can contact
GULF
VALLEY
39149240 TECHNOLOGY
or AJ@VMSWORLD.COM
BRANCH
OF A FOREIGNW.L.L
COMPANY
NANO CONTRACTING
has a
has
a vacancy
the occupation
of
vacancy
for the for
occupation
of WORKER
PURCHASING
, suitably qualifiedMANAGER,
applicants cansuitably
contact
qualified
applicants
can contact 33000088
17227206
or GEEPASBAHRAIN@
orGMAIL.COM
YS_ALHASHEMI@SARA.COM.SA
TEXPRINT
MEDIA
a vacancy
Zmart Buildco
WLLW.L.L
has ahas
vacancy
for the
foroccupation
the occupation
of WORKER,
of WORKER
, suitablysuitably
qualified
qualified
applicants
can contact
35437262or
applicants
can contact
39676747
orLAKME.BH@GMAIL.COM
MMFAROOQ130@GMAIL.COM
SHAJI
W.L.L CO.
has WLL.
a vacancy
IHOB DECOR
MOBESORIES
has a
forvacancy
the occupation
of WORKER,
suitably
for the occupation
of SALESMAN
qualified
applicants
contact 66945352
, suitably
qualifiedcan
applicants
can contact
or17663539
SHAJIAK56@GMAIL.COM
or RASAK@TECHORBIT.NET
ALSATHI
AJWAAD BUILDING
MART W.L.LMAINTENANCE
has a vacancy
CO
W.L.L
has aof vacancy
the
for the
occupation
WORKER for
, suitably
occupation
of WORKER,
qualified applicants
can suitably
contact qualified
33343610
applicants
can contact 34551553 or
or APAJMAL786@GMAIL.COM
SAGEER91189@GMAIL.COM
NEW IKRAM TRADING CO W.L.L has a
MAQSOOD
SERVICES
has a
vacancy for the
occupationW.L.L
of SALESMAN
vacancy
the occupation
of WORKER,
, suitablyforqualified
applicants
can contact
suitably
qualified
can contact
66643747
or applicants
LAYALIBAHRAIN@
36341794
or MJAWAD5422@GMAIL.COM
GMAIL.COM
MARAYA
FOR LANDSCAPING
Al baasitGATE
Contracting
and Cleaning
has
a vacancy
for the foroccupation
of
Services
has a vacancy
the occupation
GARDENER,
suitably, qualified
of
WORKER
suitablyapplicants
qualified
can
contactcan39102662
or hassan@or
applicants
contact 33319714
nanpoogroup.com
MUHAMMADKHUN55066@GMAIL.COM
POWER
Seven EnergyMAN
W.L.L hasCARPENTRY
a vacancy for
WORKSHOP
the occupation of -CHEF PARTNERSHIP
, suitably qualified
COMPANY
hascontact
a vacancy
applicants can
17500791 foror the
hr@
occupation
of CARPENTER, suitably
seven-energy.com
qualified
canhas
contact
35023205
Bakhshapplicants
Auto Garage
a vacancy
for the
oroccupation
ABHIANANGOOR@GMAIL.COM
of MECHANIC , suitably qualified
NOOR
AL can
DIYAR
applicants
contactPRIVATE
39469263SCHOOL
or FAME_
has
a vacancy for the occupation
CONSTRUCTION@HOTMAIL.COM
ofBruSECRETARY,
suitably
qualified
artisan coffee has
a vacancy
for the
applicants
contactSERVER
77507777
or
occupation can
of COFFEE
, suitably
INFO@NOORALDIYAR.COM
qualified applicants can contact 39455040 or
HAJI
HASSAN READYMIX B.S.C
ALMUSALLAM.A@GMAIL.COM
CLOSED
a has
vacancy
for forthethe
ALSABAH has
TRAVEL
a vacancy
occupation
DRIVER,
occupation of HEAVY
TICKETING
CLERKsuitably
, suitably
qualified
contact17229040
17785353or
qualifiedapplicants
applicants can contact
orARABIANAGENCY1@YAHOO.COM
VIJESH.NAIR@HAJIHASSAN.COM
ALNAJAH
HAIRDRESSING
SALON has
ICE
AIR
AIRCONDTION
ERS
a SPAREPARTS
vacancy for theW.L.L
occupation
of BARBER,
has a vacancy
for the
suitably
qualified
applicants
can contact
occupation
of SALES
EXCUTIVE
, suitably
17624535
or E_MURADI@HOTMAIL.COM
qualified applicants
can contact 39606123 or
KENTUCKY
has a vacancy for the
ICEAIRPARTS@GMAIL.COM
occupation
of FRUITS
COOK(GENERAL),
BAB ALMORAD
has a vacancy
suitably
can contact
for the qualified
occupationapplicants
of WORKER
, suitably
17262998
or SSALTH@AMERCIANA.BH
qualified applicants
can contact 39988690
ARAB
BANKING CORPORATION B S C
or UOBAHRAIN@HOTMAIL.COM
has
a vacancy
the occupation
DIET
SPOONfor FOR
HEALTHYof VICE
FOOD
PRESIDENT,
suitably
applicantsof
has a vacancy
for qualified
the occupation
can
contact 17543000, orsuitably
HO.HR@bankCOOK(GENERAL)
qualified
abc.com
applicants can contact 33961480 or
ALNEAIM
GRILLS has a vacancy for
dietspoon@outlook.com
the
WORKER, TRADING
suitably
AL occupation
BASEERA of GENERAL
qualified
can contact 39456799
AND applicants
CONSTRUCTIONS
COMPANY
orW.L.L
jassimpalace@yahoo.com
has a vacancy for the occupation

AWAN
TAILORING
of WORKERALWARD
, suitably qualified
applicants
&can contact
EMBOIDERX
a
37383999 orhas INFO@
vacancy
for the occupation of
ALBASEERAGROUP.COM
EMBROIDERER(CLOTHES),
suitably
AL RFAAH HOME FOR FIXING FURNITURE
qualified
can for
contact
33487955of
CO WLLapplicants
has a vacancy
the occupation
orWORKER
kitedocuments@gmail.com
, suitably qualified applicants can
BOKHOWA
CONTRACTING
TRADING
or &FALAH27@
contact 33668682
GROUP
W.L.L has a vacancy for the
OUTLOOK.COM
occupation
of MASON,
suitably
qualified
Geolog Surface
Logging
DMCC
has a
applicants
contact of17255980
or
vacancy for can
the occupation
TECHNICIAN
ADEEBALI@BOKHOWAGROUP.COM
, suitably qualified applicants can contact
ALGHANAH
GROUP W.L.L has a
17568173
vacancy
for the
occupation
MASON,
Lite world
marketing
andof promotion
suitably
qualified
applicants
canoccupation
contact
W.L.L has
a vacancy
for the
17722333
or info@alghanah.com
of WORKER(SALES)
, suitably qualified
AL-AHLIA
CO. W.L.Lor
applicants CONTRACTING
can contact 33984439
has
a vacancy for the occupation of
MANGA29051987@GMAIL.COM
WORKER,
SAMRIYAH suitably
COFFEEqualified
SHOP applicants
- Bahraini
can
contact has
17737000
h.s.m1111@
Partnership
a vacancyorfor the
occupation
gmail.com
of WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can
AL-AHLIA
CONTRACTING
CO. W.L.L
contact 36604099
or RED_FLOWER848@
has
a vacancy for the occupation of
HOTMAIL.COM
WORKER,
suitably CARGO
qualified applicants
SIDRA AYAN
HANDLING
can
contact W.L.L
17737000
h.s.m1111@
COMPANY
has a orvacancy
for the
gmail.com
occupation of WORKER , suitably qualified
ALMANSOORI
CATERING
has aorvacancy
applicants can contact
34175363
JABAR.
for
the occupation of WORKER, suitably
ALI43@YAHOO.COM
qualified
applicants
contact 17786006
ANOWAR
HOSSAINcanISHAQUE
INTERIOR
orDECORATION
MANSURI@BATELCO.COM.BH
W.L.L has a vacancy for the
ANSAR
GALLERY
W.L.L
has a vacancy
occupation
of OFFICE
ASSISTANT
, suitably
for
the occupation
SALESMAN,
suitablyor
qualified
applicantsofcan
contact 32154088
qualified
applicants can contact 17140001
BE0717542@GMAIL.COM
orDAXX
pr@ag-bh.com
SALON has a vacancy for the
Bahrain
Services
occupationElectromechanical
of BARBER , suitably
qualified
Co.
W.L.L. can
has contact
a vacancy
for theor
applicants
33881163
occupation
of PLUMBER, suitably
JMAM393@GMAIL.COM
qualified
39940152
Brilliant applicants
translationcan
hascontact
a vacancy
for the
oroccupation
BEMCO@BATELCO.COM.BH
of TRANSLATORS , suitably
HAI
ALDOWASER
AND
ND DRIAor
qualified
applicants FRESH
can contact
39464921
FISH
has a vacancy for the occupation of
HAMEED@DADABHAITRAVEL.COM
WORKER,
suitably qualified
applicants
ASAD REPAIR
OF ELECTRONIC
can
contact 17691054
MR.A7MD.502@
EQUIPMENT
CompanyorW.L.L
has a vacancy
HOTMAIL.COM
for the occupation of WORKER , suitably
CITY
GLASSES
has 33201845
a vacancyor
qualified
applicants W.L.L
can contact
for
the occupation of WORKER, suitably
SALMAN.MINHAS005@GMAIL.COM
qualified
can contact
39813203for
DOSOR applicants
CARPENTRY
has a vacancy
orthecityyaser@yahoo.com
occupation of CARPENTER , suitably
FOUR
GENTS
SALON
has aor
qualifiedSTAR
applicants
can contact
33110969
vacancy
for the occupation of BARBER,
ADEL_HIJI@HOTMAIL.COM
suitably
qualified CATERING
applicants canKITCHENS
contact
BU SALEM
39456873
W.L.L hasor amay371@yahoo.com
vacancy for the occupation
LEBANESE
RESTAURANT
W L Lqualified
has a
of COOK(GENERAL)
, suitably
vacancy
for the
LABOURER,or
applicants
canoccupation
contact of36888400
suitably
qualified applicants can contact
BUSALEMKC@GMAIL.COM
17877033
or MAHMOA@SPU.EDU
SHAHARYAR
BAIG FACILITIES SUPPORT
Aribyan
Wold
hasforathe
vacancy
for
CO. W.L.L
has Kichan
a vacancy
occupation
the
of SALESMAN,
of occupation
HEAVY DRIVER
, suitably suitably
qualified
qualified
can contact
17713031or
applicantsapplicants
can contact
33928247
orBAIGSGROUPPK@GMAIL.COM
skybedfurniture@gmail.com
TEBODIN
MIDDLE
EASTDECORATION
LIMITED
LIKE MAKER
INTERIOR
has
vacancy
for for
thetheoccupation
W.L.La has
a vacancy
occupation
ofof CONSULTANT,
WORKER , suitably
suitably qualified
qualified
applicants
17700544 oror
applicants can
can contact
contact 34002030
TEBODIN@BATELCO.COM.BH
BAHRAINBLOKBUSTER@GMAIL.COM
EURO
s p has
c hasa avacancy
vacancyfor
CATIISMOTORS
BAHRAINCO.
W.L.L
for
occupation
of ADMINISTRATOR,
thethe
occupation
of SPECIALIST
(ANALYSIS
suitably
qualified applicants
can contact
& MEASUREMENT)
, suitably
qualified
17750750
applicantsor hrad@alzayani-investments.com
can contact 77081871
or
ABU
FADHEL GENTS TAILORING has
contact@catiisonline.com
aFAST
vacancyFLOW
for the INTERNATIONAL
occupation of TAILOR,
W.L.L
suitably
can contactof
has a qualified
vacancy applicants
for the occupation
17340396
or KHADIJAEBR185@GMAIL.COM
TECHNICIAN(MAINTENANCE)
, suitably
NOOR
FORcontact
BIRDS
has aor
qualifiedSTORES
applicants can
37771467
vacancy
for the occupation of SALESMAN,
MAJEED@FASTFLOWGROUPS.COM
suitably
qualified
applicants
can contact
ALNEAMAH
CARGO
CO. W.L.L
has a
33012117
or FAISALMK25@GMAIL.COM
vacancy for
the occupation of WORKER
ENVIROTECH
CONSULTANCY
, suitably qualified
applicants can W.L.L
contact
has
a vacancy
for the occupation of
17735363
or NEDAL600@HOTMAIL.COM
SR
ENVIRONMENTAL
SPEC, suitably
Bogota
Building Maintenance
has a
qualified
can contact
vacancy applicants
for the occupation
of 17716112
WORKER
or, ENVIRO@NEWTECHGCC.COM
suitably qualified applicants can
WADI
ALSAIL
GATEorCONSTRUCTION
contact
33697127
UMM-HATIM@
has
a vacancy for the occupation of
OUTLOOK.COM
MASON,
applicants can
ALEJA suitably
FOR qualified
CLEARANCE
OF
contact
33367000 orTRANSACTIONS
info@wadialsailgate.com
GOVERMMENT
has a
SwISS
BELHOTEL
W.L.L.
vacancy for
the occupationSEEF
of LABOURER
has
a vacancy
the occupation
of
, suitably
qualifiedforapplicants
can contact
TECHNICIAN,
qualified applicants
34600299 suitably
or NADHEM.ISMEEL@
can
contact 39169696 or hrmsbse@swissYAHOO.COM
belhotel.com
NEW MILLENNIUM SCHOOL has a vacancy
SECURI
CORE W.L.L
has a vacancy
for the occupation
of TEACHER
, suitably
for
the applicants
occupation
of 17272700
SECURITYor
qualified
can contact
GUARD,
suitably qualified applicants
NMSEDU@NMS.EDU.BH
can
contact 17822228
or HRGUARDS@
MOHAMMED
ALI ABDULLA
ALASHIRI )
SECURICORE.BH
AMEER ALBEEHAR ( has a vacancy for
KINGDOM
ASPHALT
COMPANY, suitably
W L
the occupation
of FISHERMAN
Lqualified
has a applicants
vacancy can
for contact
the occupation
32202880 ofor
WORKER,
suitably qualified applicants
alsaeed4@aol.com
can
contact 17466776
ABDULLA@
MOHAMED
HAMAD or
AHMED
JASIM
KINGDOM.BH
ALJAWDER has a vacancy for the occupation
KINGDOM
ASPHALT
W L
of WATCHMAN
/ GUARDCOMPANY
, suitably qualified
Lapplicants
has a vacancy
for the 39459096
occupation ofor
can contact
GRADER
OPERATOR & DRIVER, suitably
M.ALJOWDER@HOTMAIL.COM
qualified
applicants
can contact
17466776
Sayed Kadhem
aldurazi
& sons B.S.c.
close
orhas
ABDULLA@KINGDOM.BH
a vacancy for the occupation of STEEL
KINGDOM
OF ,TITANIC
MOBILES
has a
FABRICATOR
suitably qualified
applicants
vacancy
for the
occupation
SALESMAN,
can contact
17624116
or ofsayedshubbar@
suitably
qualified applicants can contact
skaldurazi.com
33142244
or hoodalobaidli@gmail.com
Sayed Kadhem
aldurazi & sons B.S.c.
YOUNG
JINa ENTERPRISE
close has
vacancy for theCOMPANY
occupation
LIMITED
has a vacancy
the occupation
of CLEANER
, suitably for
qualified
applicants
ofcan contact
MECHANIC,
qualified
17624116suitably
or sayedshubbar@
applicants
can contact 17700711 or
skaldurazi.com
JEONG.DONGJIN.0102@GMAIL.COM
Sayed Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c.
YOUNG
JINa ENTERPRISE
close has
vacancy for theCOMPANY
occupation
LIMITED
has a, vacancy
the occupation
of MASON
suitably for
qualified
applicants
ofcan contact
MECHANIC,
qualified
17624116suitably
or sayedshubbar@
applicants
can contact 17700711 or
skaldurazi.com
JEONG.DONGJIN.0102@GMAIL.COM

Call us on +973 36458394

email : advt@newsofbahrain.com
YOUNG
JIN ENTERPRISE
Sayed Kadhem
aldurazi & COMPANY
sons B.S.c.
LIMITED
a vacancy
for theof
close has ahas
vacancy
for the occupation
occupation
LABOURER,
suitably
CARPENTERof, suitably
qualified applicants
qualified
contact
can contact applicants
17624116 or can
sayedshubbar@
17700711
or JEONG.DONGJIN.0102@
skaldurazi.com
GMAIL.COM
DOWN
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
Bahrain
Precast
w.l.lforhas
COMPANY
W.L.L.Construction
has a vacancy
the
aoccupation
vacancy for
the occupation
PREof STEEL
CHIPPERof, suitably
CASTING
STRUCTURES
ERECTOR,
qualified applicants
can contact
17404866
suitably
qualified applicants can contact
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
17875600
JSA@BPC.BH
DOWN or TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
ALGHANAH
GROUP
a
COMPANY W.L.L.
has aW.L.L
vacancyhas
for the
vacancy
for oftheSTEEL
occupation
of MASON,
occupation
CHIPPER
, suitably
suitably
can17404866
contact
qualifiedqualified
applicantsapplicants
can contact
17722333
or info@alghanah.com
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
ALGHANAH
GROUP CONSTRUCTION
W.L.L has a
DOWN
TOWN
vacancy
for W.L.L.
the occupation
of MASON,
COMPANY
has a vacancy
for the
suitably
qualified
applicants
can ,contact
occupation
of STEEL
CHIPPER
suitably
17722333
or info@alghanah.com
qualified applicants
can contact 17404866
MCDONALDS
has a vacancy for
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
the
occupation
SERVICE
DOWN
TOWNof FOOD
CONSTRUCTION
WORKER,
qualified
applicants
COMPANY suitably
W.L.L. has
a vacancy
for the
can
contactof 77660133
or , AMAL.
occupation
CARPENTER
suitably
ALMOUSAWI@FAKHRO.COM
qualified applicants can contact 17404866
NASSER
SAEED
AL-HAJRI
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
CORPORATION
W.L.L CONSTRUCTION
has a vacancy
DOWN
TOWN
for
the occupation
of aSCAFFOLDER,
COMPANY
W.L.L. has
vacancy for the
suitably
qualified
can, contact
occupation
of applicants
CARPENTER
suitably
17312220
or AHCGLOBE@BATELCO.
qualified applicants
can contact 17404866
COM.BH
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
AREENA
GROUP CO.
DOWN CONTRACTOR
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
W.L.L
has a W.L.L.
vacancy
occupation
COMPANY
hasfora the
vacancy
for the
ofoccupation
TECHNICIAN,
suitably qualified
of CARPENTER
, suitably
applicants
can contact
17245222
or
qualified applicants
can contact
17404866
ALANSARI@AREENAGROUP.COM
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
EXCELLENCE
INDUSTRIAL
DOWN
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
MAINTENANCE
COMPANY
W.L.L has
a
COMPANY W.L.L.
has a vacancy
for the
vacancy
for the
of WELDER,
occupation
of occupation
CARPENTER
, suitably
suitably
can17404866
contact
qualifiedqualified
applicantsapplicants
can contact
17532010
or a.jawahery@exibah.com
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
EXCELLENCE
INDUSTRIAL
DOWN
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
MAINTENANCE
COMPANY
COMPANY W.L.L. has
a vacancy W.L.L
for the
has
a vacancy
for the
occupation
of
occupation
of STEEL
CHIPPER
, suitably
STEEL
qualifiedFABRICATOR,
applicants cansuitably
contact qualified
17404866
applicants
can contact 17532010 or
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
a.jawahery@exibah.com
MARBLE RESTORATION CO. W.L.L has
PIZZA
HUTfor has
a vacancy
for the
a vacancy
the occupation
of WORKER
occupation
of SERVER,
suitablycan
qualified
, suitably qualified
applicants
contact
applicants
contact 17262998 or
17727676 orcanaqeel@basma.com.bh
SSALEH@AMERICANA.BH
SECURI CORE W.L.L has a vacancy for the
THE
UNIVERSITY
occupationKINGDOM
of SECURITY GUARD
, suitably
B.S.C
hascontact
a vacancy
qualified CLOSED
applicants can
17822228
for
the occupation of ASSOCIATE
or HRGUARDS@SECURICORE.BH
PROFESSOR,
suitably
qualifiedfor
SECURI CORE W.L.L
has a vacancy
applicants
canof contact
13302967
or
the occupation
ELECTRICIAN
, suitably
NALBASTAKI@KU.EDU.BH
qualified applicants can contact 17822228
ELITE
GRANDE HOTEL has a
or RASHEED@SECURICORE.BH
vacancy
the occupation
of ROOM
Diamondfor square
contracting
has
ATTENDANT,
qualifiedof
a vacancy for suitably
the occupation
applicants
can contact
17313372
or
MASON(GENERAL)
, suitably
qualified
NAMDAR@ELITEG0ROUPHOTELS..
applicants can contact 36990555 or
COM
BUHIJI1024@HOTMAIL.COM
AHMADI
CO.a
URBASERSECURITY
BAHRAIN SERVICES
CO W.L.L has
W.L.L
hasfora vacancy
for theofoccupation
vacancy
the occupation
WORKER
of, SECURITY
GUARD,
suitablycan
qualified
suitably qualified
applicants
contact
applicants
contact 38406711 or
17534342 orcansajilnath@urbaser.com
SAMKV@MACBH.COM
BIN HAFIZ LINE OFFICE CLEARANCE
SALWA
TOWERS TRANSACTIONS
CONSTRUCTION
OF GOVERNMENT
has
AND
PROPERTEY
MANGEMENT
a vacancy
for the occupation
of WORKER
W.L.L
has qualified
a vacancy
for the occupation
, suitably
applicants
can contact
of39445381
WORKER,
suitably qualified
or MBIN195951@GMAIL.COM
applicants
contact 33657400
or ceo_
HARLEENcan
SPECIALIZED
CONTRACTING
salwagroup@yahoo.com
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of
BOSS
SPA, AND
SALON
hasapplicants
a vacancy
WORKER
suitably
qualified
can
for
the occupation
BARBER, suitably
contact
33615001 orofBITTUSANDHU530@
qualified
GMAIL.COMapplicants can contact
66661666
M.66661666@GMAIL.COM
MI CASAorW.L.L
has a vacancy for the
AL
HILALof HOSPITAL
COMPANY
occupation
WAITER , suitably
qualified
- applicants
BSC (CLOSED)
has17713603
a vacancyor
can contact
for
the occupation of EXECUTIVE
SPICENICEREST@GMAIL.COM
EMPLOYEE,
suitablyPRESS
qualified
applicants
AWAL PRINTING
W.L.L.
has a
can
contact
HRD@
vacancy
for the 17344700
occupation ofor SERVICES
ALHILALHEALTHCARE.COM
HELPER , suitably qualified applicants
Westin
Hotel
Bahrainor City
Centre
can contact
17292553
AWALPRES@
has
a vacancy for the occupation of
BATELCO.COM.BH
ROOM
ATTENDANT,
suitably
qualified
ALMANARATAIN
BLOCK
& CONCRETE
applicants
or Ali.
FACTORY can
has acontact
vacancy32337777
for the occupation
alqattan@maf.ae
of PAINTER , suitably qualified applicants
NASS
SCAFFORM
can contact
17590097 CONTRACTING
or ALSHAAB@
has
a vacancy for the occupation of
BATELCO.COM.BH
SCAFFOLDER,
suitably
qualified
FARFASHA TRADING
CENTRE
has a
applicants
contact 17725522
or
vacancy for can
the occupation
of SALESMAN
yousif@aanass.net
, suitably qualified applicants can contact
MAGIC
SHINE orCLEANING
CO. W.L.L
39414663
FARFASHA_10@
has
a vacancy for the occupation
HOTMAIL.COM
ofBRC WORKER,
suitably W.L.L.
qualified
WELDMESH (GULF)
has a
applicants
canoccupation
contact of36509129
or
vacancy for the
BLACKSMITH
MAGICSHINE775@YAHOO.COM
(GENERAL) , suitably qualified applicants
TOP
SEEKERS
can contact
17180366 CONSULTANCY
or abdulla-2111@
Partnership
hotmail.com Company has a vacancy
for
the occupation
of EXECUTIVE
TECHNICAL
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
COORDINATOR,
suitably
qualified
W.L.L has a vacancy
for the occupation
applicants
can contact
17294935
of MASON(GENERAL)
, suitably
qualified
orapplicants
TopseekeABRAJ
AL HUDAor
can contact 17730036
BUILDING
COSTRUCTION
has
TCCBN@BATELCO.COM.BH
aTECHNICAL
vacancy CONSTRUCTION
for the occupation
of
COMPANY
WORKER(CONSTRUCTION),
suitably
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation
qualified
applicants can
contact 37331877
of CARPENTER
(GENERAL)
, suitably
orqualified
BNT.HAJAIRI@HOTMAIL.COM
applicants can contact 17730036
EXPOSURE
FLOWERS has a vacancy
or TCCBN@BATELCO.COM.BH
for
the occupation
of PHOTOGRAPHER,
TECHNICAL
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
suitably
qualified
applicants
contactof
W.L.L has
a vacancy
for the can
occupation
36635353
or MARYAMALZAYANI@
WORKER , suitably
qualified applicants can
GMAIL.COM
contact 17730036 or TCCBN@BATELCO.
SMALCO
COM.BH CONTRACTING W.L.L has a
vacancy
the occupation
of WORKER,
RameesforLocal
ironing has
a vacancy
suitably
applicants
can contact
for the qualified
occupation
of LAUNDERER/
33040002
or smalco.bh@hotmail.com
PRESSER(GENERAL)
, suitably qualified
SYME MECHANICAL CONTRACTING

W.l.l
has a vacancy
for the17775189
occupationor
applicants
can contact
ofMOHAMEDKHALIL1240@GMAIL.COM
WELDER, suitably qualified applicants
can
contact 17456311
or SYMEASHOK@ &
PANORAMA
CONTRACTING
GMAIL.COM
ENGINEERING SERVI has a vacancy for
ALthe ATHRIYA
a
occupation ofFURNISHING
ELECTRICIAN has
, suitably
vacancy
the occupation
of WORKER,
qualifiedforapplicants
can contact
17729935
suitably
qualified applicants can contact
or AHMED@PANORAMABH.COM
39339088
or zahraalsafar0@gmail.com
PANORAMA
CONTRACTING
&
ALATHRIYA
CARTAINS
ENGINEERING
SERVI has
has a avacancy
vacancy
forfor the
the occupation
occupation
of WORKER,
of RIGGER
, suitably
suitably
applicants
can 17729935
contact
qualifiedqualified
applicants
can contact
39339088
or zahraalsafar0@gmail.com
or AHMED@PANORAMABH.COM
DURRAT
KHALEEJ &MARINE
BOKHOWAALCONTRACTING
TRADING
SERVICES
has has
a vacancy
GROUP W.L.L
a vacancyforforthethe
occupation
qualified
occupationofofWELDER,
WORKERsuitably
, suitably
qualified
applicants
applicants can
can contact
contact 17674316
17255980 oror
duratkhaleej@hotmail.com
ADEEBALI@BOKHOWAGROUP.COM
DURRAT
KHALEEJ &MARINE
BOKHOWAALCONTRACTING
TRADING
SERVICES
has has
a vacancy
GROUP W.L.L
a vacancyforforthethe
occupation
occupation ofof SUPERVISOR,
CARPENTER suitably
, suitably
qualified
applicantscan contact
can 17255980
contact
qualified applicants
17674316
or duratkhaleej@hotmail.com
or ADEEBALI@BOKHOWAGROUP.COM
DURRAT
AL KHALEEJ
MARINE
TOWER MARKETING
& CONTRACTING
SERVICES
a vacancy
for theof
W.L.L has ahas
vacancy
for the occupation
occupation
(GENERAL),
PLUMBERof,PIPE-FITTER
suitably qualified
applicants
suitably
qualified
applicants
can contact
can contact
17742427
or alburj@batelco.
17674316
com.bh or duratkhaleej@hotmail.com
Prince
PlusTRADING
Burger has
a vacancy for
ALKARAR
EST.-PARTNERSHIP
thehasoccupation
suitablyof
a vacancyof forWORKER,
the occupation
qualified
applicants
can contact
STOREKEEPER
, suitably
qualified
39168636
r.alnass@rmediaco.com
applicantsor can
contact 17232282 or
PAPA
SAEED RESTAURANT has
HAMEED397397@GMAIL.COM
a ANWAR
vacancy
for the
occupation W.L.L
of
BIN HIJJI
CONSTRUCTION
PREPARER(COFFEE),
suitably of
qualified
has a vacancy for the occupation
MASON
applicants
can contact
17551344
or
, suitably qualified
applicants
can contact
SAEED871@LIVE.COM
17340947 or M.BINHIJJI@GMAIL.COM
SAYED
ALAWI
ANWAR JAAFAR
BIN HIJJIHUSAIN
CONSTRUCTION
SHARAF
a vacancy
for theof
W.L.L has has
a vacancy
for the occupation
occupation
of LABOURER,
suitably
WORKER , suitably
qualified applicants
can
39070333
qualified
canor
contact
contactapplicants
17340947
M.BINHIJJI@
orGMAIL.COM
syedjaffar802@GMAIL.COM
Mechanical
ALKOMED Contracting
ENGINEERING& Services
SERVICES
Company
forof
CO. has aW.L.L
vacancyhasfor athevacancy
occupation
theFOREMAN
occupation
of qualified
ELECTRICIAN,
, suitably
applicants
suitably
qualified
applicants
contact
can contact
17698500
or can
ALKOMED@
36937988
or MCSC@MCSCWLL.COM
BATELCO.COM.BH
Mechanical
& Services
ALSHAHEENContracting CONTRACTING
Company
W.L.L hashas
a vacancy
for thefor
ESTABLISHMENT
a vacancy
occupation
of FITTER,
suitably qualified
the occupation
of LABOURER
, suitably
applicants
can contact
36937988
or
qualified applicants
can contact
17683576
MCSC@MCSCWLL.COM
or basheer.ktr@hotmail.com
Mechanical
Contracting has
& Services
Hassani Construction
a vacancy
Company
W.L.L has
a vacancy
for
for the occupation
of MASON
, suitably
thequalified
occupation
of FOREMAN,
applicants
can contact suitably
39633212
qualified
applicants can contact
or T.HASSANI22@YAHOO.COM
36937988
or EXCAVATING
MCSC@MCSCWLL.COM
NATIONAL
EST. W.L.L has
Eastern
Asphalt
Mixed Concrete
Co.
a vacancy
for the& occupation
of SHOVEL
W.L.L
has a vacancy
the occupation
OPERATOR
, suitablyforqualified
applicants
ofcan
WORKER,
qualified
contact suitably
17621168
or applicants
NEEWLL@
can
contact 17252078 or S.RADHI@
BATELCO.COM.BH
EAMCO.BH
ADISON AUTO ELECTRICAL WORKSHOP
YOUNG
ENTERPRISE
COMPANYof
has a JIN
vacancy
for the occupation
LIMITED
a qualified
vacancyapplicants
for the
WORKER has
, suitably
can
occupation
of LABOURER,
suitably
contact 33009736
or bu-khalid-@
qualified
applicants can contact
hotmail.com
17700711
or JEONG.DONGJIN.0102@
Najeda restaurant
has a vacancy for the
GMAIL.COM
occupation of COOK(GENERAL) , suitably
ALMOAYYED
SECURITY
has a vacancy
qualified applicants
can contact
17643510
fororthe
occupation of SECURITY GUARD,
AZIZ2228948@GMAIL.COM
suitably
can contact
AGRO qualified
FLORA applicants
has a vacancy
for the
17400407
occupationor ameer@almoayyedcg.com
of GARDENER , suitably
PIZZA
has acanvacancy
the
qualifiedHUT
applicants
contact for
39453393
occupation
of SERVER, suitably qualified
or santoshpc66@gmail.com
applicants
contact 17262998
or
AHMED can ISA
CONTRACTING
SSALEH@AMERICANA.BH
CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy for the
PRO
COAT ofW.L.L
has a vacancy
occupation
SURVEYOR
, suitably
forqualified
the occupation
of contact
TECHNICIAN,
applicants can
17552234
suitably
qualified applicants can contact
or AECONT@HOTMAIL.COM
17811757
or info@procoat.co
MOHAMMED
ALI HASAN TRANSPORT
UNISKILLS
W.L.Lfor has
a vacancyof
has a vacancy
the occupation
forDRIVER
the , occupation
of applicants
CLEANER
suitably qualified
can
(GENERAL),
suitably orqualified
applicants
contact 39468891
ALI_MOHAMED@
can
contact 17224578 or INFO@
BAPCO.NET
JANIKINGBAHRAIN.COM
SEVENTIES KARAK has a vacancy for
UNISKILLS
W.L.L
has a vacancy
the occupation
of WORKER
, suitably
forqualified
the applicants
occupationcan of
CLEANER
contact
17578287
(GENERAL),
suitably qualified applicants
or KARAK1977.BAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM
can
contact KARAK
17224578
INFO@for
SEVENTIES
has aor vacancy
JANIKINGBAHRAIN.COM
the occupation of WORKER , suitably
UNISKILLS
W.L.L can
hascontact
a vacancy
qualified applicants
17578287
foror AZIZALYASI1@GMAIL.COM
the occupation of CLEANER
(GENERAL),
applicants
ALGHANAHsuitably
GROUPqualified
W.L.L has
a vacancy
can
contact
17224578
or LEADER
INFO@ ,
for the
occupation
of TEAM
JANIKINGBAHRAIN.COM
suitably qualified applicants can contact
UNISKILLS
has a vacancy
17722333 or W.L.L
info@alghanah.com
forALGHANAH
the occupation
of has
CLEANER
GROUP W.L.L
a vacancy
(GENERAL),
suitably
qualified applicants
for the occupation
of TECHNICIAN
, suitably
can
contact
17224578
or INFO@
qualified
applicants
can contact
17722333
JANIKINGBAHRAIN.COM
or info@alghanah.com
GMI
MANPOWER
a vacancy
MUSE
CLOTHES W.L.L
has a has
vacancy
for the
foroccupation
the occupation
of WORKER,
of SALESMAN
, suitably
suitably
applicants
can 17533272
contact
qualifiedqualified
applicants
can contact
39959936
or manpower.gmi@gmail.com
or MRSTOORANI@BABYFAIREST.COM
S BEAUTIFUL
j S systemKIDS
managment
GARMENTSW.L.L.
AND
has
a vacancy
occupation
TAILORING
has fora the
vacancy
for the
ofoccupation
TECHNICIAN,
suitably qualified
of SALESMAN
, suitably
applicants
can contact
39607178
or
qualified applicants
can contact
17344840
SUNNYJOSEPH27@GMAIL.COM
or SHAJI840@GMAIL.COM
Multi
tech contracting
has a vacancy
ALMADHIF
RESTAURANT
has
fora thevacancy
occupation
MASON,
suitablyof
for ofthe
occupation
qualified
applicants, suitably
can contact
COOK(GENERAL)
qualified
39444165
or contact
NADIA-ALKHALED@
17877002 or
applicants can
HOTMAIL.COM
middleeastaluminium@gmail.com
ALI
ABDULLA
ALI MALALLA
AHMED
MOHAMMED
JASSIM
CONTRACTING
CONSTRUCTION CO.
CO. W.L.L
W.L.L. has
has a a
vacancy
theoccupation
occupationof of
FITTER,
vacancyfor
for the
DRAFTSMAN
suitably
qualified
applicants
, suitably
qualified
applicantscancancontact
contact
36777578
AAAMALALLA@GMAIL.
17784584 or INFO@AMJASSIM.COM

COM
AHMED
MOHAMMED
JASSIM
CRYSTAL
SNOWCO. W.L.L.
LAUNDRY
has
CONSTRUCTION
has a vacancy
a forvacancy
for the
occupation
of
the occupation
of PAINTER
, suitably
LAUNDERER/PRESSER(GENERAL),
qualified applicants can contact 17784584
suitably
qualified applicants can contact
or INFO@AMJASSIM.COM
36664467
or AEB3950@GMAIL.COM
AL MANAR
BAKERIES has a vacancy
Link
2000
Cameraof System
a
for the
occupation
DRIVER ,has
suitably
vacancy
the occupation
of WORKER,
qualifiedfor
applicants
can contact
66333346 or
suitably
qualified applicants can contact
almanarbakery@almanarbakery.com
33923239
or FATIMA_ALSELAITI@
AL HANADI
TELEPHONE CABINS
HOTMAIL.COM
SERVICES has a vacancy for the occupation
Stiller
Agency ,for
the Supply
of WORKER
suitably
qualifiedWorkers
applicants
w.can
l. lcontact
has a 39458176
vacancy foror the
occupation
ALITAQADUM@
ofYAHOO.COM
MANAGER, suitably qualified
applicants
contact
or
ALJUNAIDcan
FISHES
TOOLS17717730
has a vacancy
ALAZZAMGROUP@YAHOO.COM
for the occupation of WORKER , suitably
ESS
SALOON
ANDcan
SPA
has 39606062
a vacancyor
qualified
applicants
contact
forALJUNAID.FISHING.EQ@HOTMAIL.COM
the occupation of BEAUTICIAN,
suitably
applicants can
contact
Bahrainqualified
Electromechanical
Services
Co.
17000333
or aESSDASHTI@GMAIL.COM
W.L.L. has
vacancy for the occupation of
Zayoon
- Bahraini
MASONCleaning
, suitably Company
qualified applicants
can
Partnership
Company
has a vacancy
contact 39940152
or BEMCO@BATELCO.
forCOM.BH
the occupation of WORKER, suitably
qualified
can contactServices
33332219
Bahrainapplicants
Electromechanical
Co.
orW.L.L.
ZAYOON.DOC@HOTMAIL.COM
has a vacancy for the occupation of
ALHODA
PHARMACY
W.L.L applicants
has a
CARPENTER
, suitably qualified
vacancy
for the
occupationor of BEMCO@
SALES
can contact
39940152
REPRESENTATIVE,
BATELCO.COM.BH suitably qualified
applicants
contacthas33866650
ALAHWALcan
TRADING
a vacancyorfor
HATEM_SAAD98@YAHOO.COM
the occupation of ELECTRICIAN , suitably
ZEE
SHANapplicants
RESTAURANT
has17241049
a vacancyor
qualified
can contact
forJAMES@GCCBAH.COM
the occupation of WAITER, suitably
qualified
can contacthas
39889229
ZINGERapplicants
LAND CAFETERIA
a vacancy
orfor
HUNTER73@WINDOWSLIVE.COM
the occupation of WAITER , suitably
Combi
Supermarket
WLL
has a17650350
vacancy
qualified
applicants can
contact
forFLORA
the occupation
of CASHIER,
suitably
CONTRACTING
MAINTENCE
qualified
applicants
can contact
SERVICES
has a vacancy
for the39817261
occupation
orofMOHD_AKTER@YAHOO.COM
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants
Mrcan
bake
& Sweets
W.L.L has
vacancy
contact
17623882
or a accounts@
forflorabh.com
the occupation of DRIVER, suitably
qualified
applicants
can contact 35581314
DOWN TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
orW.L.L.
MKSNAFI@GMAIL.COM
has a vacancy for the occupation of
FOS
CAFE ,has
a vacancy
the
LABOURER
suitably
qualified for
applicants
occupation
WAITER, suitably
qualified
can contactof17404866
or DOWNTOWN@
applicants
can contact 36363161 or
BATELCO.COM.BH
MK.BAHRAIN@HOTMAIL.COM
DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
AlW.L.L.
zubarihas
for aconstruction
hasoccupation
a vacancyof
vacancy for the
forLABOURER
the occupation
LABOURER,
, suitably ofqualified
applicants
suitably
qualified
applicants
can contact
can contact
17404866
or DOWNTOWN@
33774455
or ALZUBARI1968@GMAIL.COM
BATELCO.COM.BH
Wadi
Salaam MobileCOMPANY
has a vacancy
NASSAlCONTRACTING
(W.L.L)
forhasthea vacancy
occupation
for of
the SALESMAN,
occupation of
suitably
qualified
applicants
can applicants
contact
LABOURER
, suitably
qualified
39696047
or ABOROQAYA357@GMAIL.COM
can contact
17727925 or yousif@
White
Spoon Bakery has a vacancy for
aanass.net
theNASS
occupation
of BAKER,PASTRY
CONTRACTING
COMPANYCOOK
(W.L.L)
& has
CONFECTIONER,
qualifiedof
a vacancy for suitably
the occupation
applicants
contactqualified
39966222
or
LABOURERcan, suitably
applicants
JAWAHER.ALMOAYYED@GMAIL.COM
can contact 17727925 or yousif@
THE
ONE MULTI NATIONAL W.L.L
aanass.net
has
a vacancy
for theCOMPANY
occupation
of
NASS
CONTRACTING
(W.L.L)
ADMINISTRATIVE
has a vacancy for COORDINATOR,
the occupation of
suitably
qualified
applicants
can applicants
contact
LABOURER
, suitably
qualified
17711444
or MAHROOSR2000@GMAIL.COM
can contact
17727925 or yousif@
BLUE
ISLAND MEDIA CO. W.L.L
aanass.net
has
a vacancy
for theCOMPANY
occupation
of
NASS
CONTRACTING
(W.L.L)
LABOURER,
suitablyforqualified
applicantsof
has a vacancy
the occupation
can
contact 34517902
BLUEISLAND.
LABOURER
, suitably orqualified
applicants
BH@GMAIL.COM
can contact 17727925 or yousif@aanass.
Access
& Coating Gulf Co. W.L.L.
net
has
a vacancy
for theCOMPANY
occupation
of
NASS
CONTRACTING
(W.L.L)
SPECIALIST,
suitably
applicantsof
has a vacancy
forqualified
the occupation
can
contact , 17212471
or MCSC@
LABOURER
suitably qualified
applicants
MCSCWLL.COM
can contact 17727925 or yousif@
Access
& Coating Gulf Co. W.L.L.
aanass.net
has
a vacancy
for theCOMPANY
occupation
of
NASS
CONTRACTING
(W.L.L)
LABOURER,
suitablyforqualified
applicantsof
has a vacancy
the occupation
can
contact , 17212471
or MCSC@
LABOURER
suitably qualified
applicants
MCSCWLL.COM
can contact 17727925 or yousif@
Access
& Coating Gulf Co. W.L.L. has
aanass.net
a NASS
vacancy
for the occupation
of FITTER,
CONTRACTING
COMPANY
(W.L.L)
suitably
can contactof
has a qualified
vacancy applicants
for the occupation
17212471
or MCSC@MCSCWLL.COM
LABOURER
, suitably qualified applicants
Access
& Coating
Gulf Co.
W.L.L.
17727925
or yousif@
can contact
has
a vacancy for the occupation of
aanass.net
INSULATOR,
suitably qualified
applicants
NASS CONTRACTING
COMPANY
(W.L.L)
can
17212471
MCSC@of
has contact
a vacancy
for the oroccupation
MCSCWLL.COM
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants
LOUMAGE
HOTEL
& SUITES
W.L.L
can contact
17727925
or yousif@
has
a vacancy for the occupation
aanass.net
ofALMOAYYED
SUPERVISOR,
suitably
SECURITY
has aqualified
vacancy
applicants
can contact
17293232
or
for the occupation
of SECURITY
GUARD
hks-m@hotmail.com
, suitably qualified applicants can contact
M17400407
KASHIF orRIAZ
CARGO SERVICES
ameer@almoayyedcg.com
W.L.L
has a vacancy
for thehasoccupation
ALMOAYYED
SECURITY
a vacancy
offorHEAVY
DRIVER,
qualified
the occupation
of suitably
SECURITY
GUARD
applicants
can contact
33045481
or
, suitably qualified
applicants
can contact
KASHIFGUJJARG75@GMAIL.COM
17400407 or ameer@almoayyedcg.com
MDREAM
KASHIF
RIAZ CARGO
SERVICES
PROPERTY
DEVELOPMENT
CO.
W.L.L
occupationof
W.L.Lhas
hasaavacancy
vacancy for
for the occupation
ofMAINTENANCE
WORKER, CLERK
suitably
, suitablyqualified
qualified
applicants
cancontact
contact
33045481
or
applicants can
17700211
or HRD@
KASHIFGUJJARG75@GMAIL.COM
DREAMGROUP.BH
LIVE
HEALTHY
PLUSDEVELOPMENT
CENTRE W.L.L
DREAM
PROPERTY
CO.
has
a vacancy
for the
occupation
W.L.L
has a vacancy
for the
occupationofof
COOK(GENERAL),
suitably
MAINTENANCE CLERK
, suitablyqualified
qualified
applicants
cancontact
contact
17832222
or
applicants can
17700211
or HRD@
n.alwazzan89@hotmail.com
DREAMGROUP.BH
ALSILVER
FAISAL
CONTRACTING
CITYWINDOW
CONTRACTING
has a vacancy
CO
has a vacancy
for the occupation
forW.L.L
the occupation
of WORKER
, suitably
ofqualified
ELECTRICAL
SUPERVISOR,
applicants
can contact suitably
39188855
qualified
applicants can contact 35138304
or SILVERCITYCONTRACTING@
orGMAIL.COM
shanavas@alfaisalwindows.com
E POWER
KON CONTRACTING
CO W.L.L has
a
TECH DEVELOPMENT
W.L.L
vacancy
the occupation
WORKER,of
has a forvacancy
for the ofoccupation
suitably
qualifiedFITTER
applicants
can contact
MECHANICAL
, suitably
qualified
39454342
applicants orcanEKONCONTRACTING@
contact 39279042 or
YAHOO.COM
POWERTECHBAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM

